
STANDARD PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGE $99.95
In this tried and true classic you’ll get a minimum of 25 (average of 48) 

images that are processed and delivered to you for download in web & 

high quality variants. Guaranteed turnaround in 24 hours or less.

LUXURY PHOTOGRAPHY PACKAGE $149.95
Some houses beg for more attention to detail. These are typically higher 

end listings or unique homes that have a lot of detail to show off. With 

this package you’ll get close up detail shots and extra time on post 

processing. Guaranteed turnaround in 24 hours or less.

STANDALONE AERIAL STILLS $74.95 
If you have a property that only needs aerial stills - this is the item for 

you. You’ll receive at least 10 processed images including a minimum 

of two with my signature color and black and white offset. The average 

aerial only yields 21 photos. Guaranteed turnaround in 24 hours or less.

RAW PHOTOS ONLY $54.95
Are you someone who enjoys working with photos but doesn’t list enough 

homes to justify purchasing the proper equipment to photograph real 

estate? This may be the correct option for you. You’ll receive an SD card 

with all photos taken at the house immediately following the shoot. The 

photos can also be emailed if it’s easier than meeting at the property.

EXTERIOR ONLY $39.95
This is your option when you only want photos of the outside of 

a house. You’ll receive at least 10 photos and the turnaround is 

guaranteed in 24 hours or less. 

EXTERIOR ONLY - LANDSCAPING DETAIL $99.95
Exterior Only, Landscaping, Patio or Entertainment Areas Detail 

package including at least 25 photos. This is a standalone package 

that focuses on exteriors of the subject property. This package can 

be purchased as a standalone or with other photography packages. 

Guaranteed turnaround in 24 hours or less. 

PHOTOGRAPHY OPTIONS

***All prices within 45 miles of zip code 66030 per Google Maps***

Exterior Re-shoot $29.95
Interior Reshoot 1-3 rooms $39.95
Interior Reshoot 3-5 rooms $59.95
Interior Reshoot 5+ rooms $84.95
Sky Replacement $19.95 

STANDARD PHOTOGRAPHY WITH AERIAL STILLS $149.95

LUXURY PHOTOGRAPHY WITH AERIAL STILLS $184.95

STANDARD WITH AERIAL VIDEO (AND STILLS) $299.95

LUXURY WITH AERIAL VIDEO (AND STILLS) $329.95

90 MINUTE TURNAROUND  $74.95 
Is time a major factor? Do you need the photos RIGHT NOW? Add 

this option and you’ll receive the finished photos no later than 90 

minutes after photography at the property took place. Utilizing my 

“mobile studio” and WiFi you can have photos in your possession before 

noon with a 9:00 AM shoot.

ADD AERIAL STILLS TO ANY PACKAGE $49.95
You’ll receive at least 10 processed images including a minimum of two 

with my signature color and black and white offset.

PHOTO BOOK $49.95
Use up to 34* photos  from  the photo shoot to create a nice quality  

hardcover book for your clients to remember the home they’re selling. 

This is a great closing gift for those long time sellers with emotianal ties  

to the home.  *Additional photos may be added for additional charge.

A LA CARTE

COMBO DEALS

ADD ON SERVICES

Trip Charge 1-5 miles $9.95
Trip Charge 6-10 miles $19.95
Trip Charge 11-15 miles $27.95
Trip Charge 16-20 miles $37.95
Trip Charge 21+ miles         $1.95
(per mile) 

No Show/Not Ready Fee $39.95

KC HOME PHOTOGRAPHY 

18417 CURRY ST, GARDNER, KS 66030 | (913) 735-5748 

BOOK ONLINE AT KCHOMEPHOTOGRAPHY.COM


